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Abstract: Mini-unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based bistatic forward-looking synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) (mini-UAV-based BFSAR) is much more attractive than the monostatic one because
of the flexibility of the system geometry selection as well as its simplicity of system operation,
especially with the mini-UAV platform. However, the trajectory of the mini-UAV needs to be
accurately modeled since it is very sensitive to the external environment, and the forward-looking
configuration results in more severe spatial variance in image formation processing. In the paper,
an improved frequency-domain imaging algorithm based on a very accurate slant range model is
proposed for mini-UAV-based BFSAR with spotlight illumination. First, a more accurate slant range
expression considering the motion characteristics of the UAV and bistatic spotlight configuration
is re-derived. Second, a new range nonlinear chirp scaling (NLCS) operator was derived based on
the accurate bistatic slant range model. Third, an improved azimuth NLCS operator in the Doppler
frequency domain was established for the spotlight illumination of the transmitter and receiver in
mini-UAV based BFSAR systems. Finally, the proposed algorithm is validated by both simulations
and real datasets.

Keywords: bistatic forward-looking SAR; non-linear chirp scaling; Doppler frequency domain
imaging algorithm

1. Introduction

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [1,2] has become a very attractive technique because it can provide
high-resolution images during the day and night regardless of weather conditions. However, in the
forward-looking case, monostatic SAR cannot achieve high-resolution imaging along the azimuth
direction because it cannot form an effective Doppler bandwidth, and mirror effects also occur in
this scenario. To solve these difficulties, bistatic forward-looking SAR (BFSAR) has been introduced
as a working mode, in which the receiver adopts forward-looking and spotlight reception while the
transmitter adopts broadside or squint illumination to simultaneously form an effective Doppler
bandwidth and avoid mirror effects [3–11]. On the other hand, mini unmanned aerial vehicles
(mini-UAVs) have been adopted by radar engineers as the carriers of SAR due to their flexibility
and ease of deployment, especially for some new applications such as aircraft self-landing, material
airdrops, terrain awareness and avoidance [12]. By combining the mini UAV and BFSAR concepts,
this paper deals with the image formation of mini-UAV-based spotlight BFSAR systems.

Despite the above-mentioned advantages of such a system, mini-UAVs are very sensitive to
the outer environment, such as wind, and accurate image formation is therefore one of the most
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important issues for mini-UAV-based BFSAR. A large amount of literature has been dedicated to
the image formation algorithm for a variety of BiSAR systems. The back-projection (BP) algorithm
is a theoretically accurate image formation algorithm for any SAR system, but it is limited by its
inefficiency [13–15].

Chirp scaling (CS) and nonlinear CS (NLCS) algorithms have been widely adopted in SAR
image formation since they achieve a good compromise between the accuracy and the efficiency
of the algorithms [16–26]. To deal with the complex bistatic range of BiSAR, most CS and NLCS
algorithms include two major steps: compensation of the range cell migration (RCM) variance along
the range direction and compensation of the Doppler parameters variance along the azimuth direction.
Concerning the range direction, the Keystone transform (KT) is used along the range direction to
correct the linear range cell migration (LRCM) in [27,28], and the first-order RCM can be well corrected.
In [29], a focusing algorithm based on the second-order KT along the range direction is presented for
high-resolution BFSAR with nonequal platform velocities. However, these papers do not consider the
spatial variance along the azimuth direction, which cannot be ignored in a mini-UAV-based system.
Some CS algorithms are aimed at simpler bistatic configurations or small imaging scenes. In [30,31],
BiSAR for one-stationary configuration is considered, and NLCS algorithms are used. In [32], NLCS is
extended to focus the BiSAR data under a large baseline and a wide slant range swath, but the SAR
system is of an azimuth-invariant configuration. However, the forward-looking configuration we
have adopted is more complicated than those mentioned above, requiring a more effective algorithm.
In [33], a bistatic CS algorithm is proposed for a forward-looking configuration, but this algorithm is
only suitable when the imaging scene is small, and the defocus problem in general scenes is not solved.
Recently, many extended CS algorithms have been proposed. Some of them eliminate the influence of
phase on imaging results by deriving the SAR echo spectrum. In [34], a modified NLCS algorithm is
proposed for spaceborne/stationary BiSAR, where series reversion is used to obtain the 2D frequency
spectrum. In [35], using the method of series reversion, an approximation of range–azimuth coupling is
obtained and corrected in the range-Doppler domain by an interpolation-free operation. In [36], a chirp
scaling algorithm is proposed to process the raw data of azimuth-invariant BiSAR. Two methods are
used to derive the different parts of the Doppler expression range of the point target. In [37], a method
based on Loffeld’s bistatic formula is proposed for constant-offset configuration. The formula consists
of two terms; i.e., the quasi-monostatic term and bistatic-deformation term. In [38], the characteristics of
the azimuth-dependent quadratic and cubic phase terms are analyzed, and modified scaling coefficients
are derived by adopting higher-order approximation. In [39], an extended NLCS algorithm is proposed
to precondition the data for azimuth compression, and a series expansion is used to obtain an accurate
form of the signal spectrum. However, in the forward-looking configuration, the slant range model
is more complicated, which means that the echo model contains non-negligible high-order phases.
None of the above-mentioned algorithms can effectively compensate these high-order phases. At the
same time, some CS algorithms focus on the processing of the spatial variance. A method based on
a quadratic ellipse model with two motion platform parameters is proposed for nonparallel-track
BiSAR in [40]. In [41], an extended NLCS algorithm is proposed to compensate the variance; however,
both of them cannot be used here because the variance of the BFSAR is larger, and a more accurate
variance model needs to be established. Fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) and local polynomial
Fourier transform (LPFT) were also used for SAR imaging [42–47]; but they can’t solve the spatial
variance problem.

When the mini-UAV platforms are adopted in a BFSAR system, the variance characteristics in the
image formation become much more complex, which is mainly attributed to two causes: first, compared
with other carriers, the UAV trajectory has more vibration because of its light weight, and thus a more
accurate model of trajectory that takes the acceleration and the jerk of the UAV platform into account
is required, and the degrees of freedom of the trajectory are much higher than those of monostatic
high-squinted SAR; second, under a forward-looking configuration, the squint angle of both the
transmitter and receiver are large, and the latter is even close to 90 degrees. At the same time,
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the operating range of the radar system is smaller than that of the traditional one. Thus, for an imaging
area of the same size, the variance of the mini-UAV-based system is much larger. Therefore, it is well
worth exploring an effective imaging algorithm for mini-UAV-based spotlight BFSAR.

According to the problems faced by imaging for mini-UAV-based BFSAR systems, an extended
NLCS algorithm is formulated. This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 establishes the SAR
echo model and slant range model for mini-UAV-based BFSAR. Section 3 proposes a 2D NLCS
algorithm based on the new slant range model, and variance models along range direction and
cross-range direction are established. Furthermore, a frequency NLCS (FNLCS) algorithm along the
cross-range direction is used to achieve focus on targets under spotlight mode. Sections 4 and 5 show
the processing results of the simulation and real BFSAR data to validate the proposed algorithm,
respectively. Finally, Sections 6 and 7 draw discussion and conclusion.

2. Mini-UAV-Based BFSAR Echo Model

In this section, we will discuss the BFSAR echo model and the slant range model in the
mini-UAV-based system, which is the basis of the following NLCS algorithm. The general imaging
geometry of BFSAR is shown in Figure 1. The ENU (East, North, Up) coordinate system is adopted,
where the x-axis represents the east, the y-axis represents the north and the z-axis represents up.
The origin is the central position of the target area, where an arbitrary point scatterer uses the location
vector P. The transmitter has a velocity vector Vt, and the receiver has a different velocity vector Vr.
The trajectory vector of the transmitter is Rt at ta = 0 and the corresponding trajectory vector of the
receiver is Rr. As mentioned in the previous section, the receiver flies forward towards the target area,
and the transmitter illuminates the target area from a squint angle. The incident angle θinR, θinT and
squint angle θsqT shown in Figure 1 are measured at ta = 0. Under the interference of the external
environment, the flight paths of the platforms cannot be expressed in a linear model, and the actual
trajectories are shown with the blue lines.

In monostatic SAR systems, a forward-looking configuration cannot form an effective Doppler
bandwidth, making it impossible to achieve a high resolution along the azimuth direction, and mirror
effects would also happen in the scene. However, in BFSAR systems, the transmitter and receiver
platforms are separated. In our system, the transmitter adopts a squinted configuration to
achieve azimuth resolution, and the receiver adopts the forward-looking configuration to meet the
system requirements.

Figure 1. Mini-UAV-based BFSAR configuration.
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Since the mini-UAV platform is lighter than the traditional SAR carrier, it is more susceptible to
external interference; thus, the trajectory is more complicated. The traditional linear trajectory model
cannot be used and needs to be extended for the mini-UAV platforms as follows:

Rt(ta) = Rt0 + Vtta +
1
2 att2

a +
1
6 btt3

a,
Rr(ta) = Rr0 + Vrta +

1
2 art2

a +
1
6 brt3

a,
(1)

where the slow time is ta. a and b represent the acceleration vector and jerk vector, respectively.
These vectors represent the components in the X, Y and Z directions. Taking Rt0 (transmitter trajectory
at ta = 0) as an example:

Rt0 = [Rt0x Rt0y Rt0z]
T . (2)

By introducing the second- and third-order terms of the platform trajectory, the deviations in
the actual experiment can be accurately described. In traditional SAR, the trajectory can be modeled
in the linear expression of slow time, neglecting the acceleration and jerk of the platform. This is
acceptable because the larger platform is more stable, but it is not suitable for systems with mini-UAV
platforms, and so the nonlinear model in (1) is necessary. Based on the real data of the GPS and
Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) for the mini-UAVs in the experiment with the parameters in Table 1,
the accuracy of (1) is calculated as follows. Figure 2a,c show the trajectory errors of the traditional
model of the transmitter and receiver, respectively. Figure 2b,d show the results of the extended model.
The trajectory errors of the traditional model are much larger than the wavelength, but the errors of
the extended model are smaller than λ/8 (λ is the wavelength), which will not affect the image results.

Table 1. SAR system parameters.

Parameter Values

Radar wavelength 0.02 m
Sampling frequency 120 MHz
Range bandwidth 50 MHz
Signal pulse width 3 µs

Chirp rate 16.67 MHz/µs
Pulse repeat frequency 1200 Hz
Synthetic aperture time 2.7 s

Receiver slant range 3024 m
Receiver squint angle 88◦

Receiver incident angle 66◦

Receiver velocity 19.31 m/s
Receiver acceleration 0.82 m/s2

Receiver jerk 0.23 m/s3

Transmitter slant range 1905 m
Transmitter squint angle 47◦

Transmitter incident angle 64◦

Transmitter velocity 21.12 m/s
Transmitter acceleration 1.14 m/s2

Transmitter jerk 0.30 m/s3

Based on (1), when the target coordinate is P, the slant range can be expressed as

R (ta) = |Rt (ta)− P|+ |Rr (ta)− P|
=
∣∣∣Rt0 + Vtta +

1
2 att2

a +
1
6 btt3

a − P
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣Rr0 + Vrta +

1
2 art2

a +
1
6 brt3

a − P
∣∣∣ .

(3)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Calculation results of trajectory errors. (a) Trajectory error of the traditional model of the
transmitter. (b) Trajectory error of the extended model of the transmitter. (c) Trajectory error of the
traditional model of the receiver. (d) Trajectory error of the extended model of the receiver. The errors
of the extended model are smaller than λ/8.

Assuming a linear FM pulse is emitted by the transmitter, the echo from target P can be
expressed as

ss1 (tr, ta) = rect
[

tr − R (ta) /c
Tp

]
exp

(
jπKb

(
tr −

R (ta)

c

)2
)
× rect

(
ta

Tint

)
exp

(
−j

2πR (ta)

λ

)
. (4)

where tr is the fast time, c is the light speed, Tp is the pulse width, Kb is the FM rate and Tint is the
synthetic aperture time.

As mentioned before, (3) gives the accurate bistatic slant range model, but it is not suitable for the
derivation of the NLCS algorithm. Thus, (3) needs to be further analyzed in a sufficiently simple form
without loss of accuracy. Therefore, the third-order Taylor expansion performed on the slant range
model (3) at ta = 0 is expressed as

R (ta) = Re + Veta +
1
2

aet2
a +

1
6

bet3
a. (5)

The coefficients of (5) are shown in (6).

Re = |Rr0 − P|+ |Rt0 − P| Ve =
(Rr0−P)TVr
|Rr0−P| + (Rt0−P)TVt

|Rt0−P|

ae = −
(
(Rr0−P)TVr

)2

2|Rr0−P|3
+

[
(Rr0−P)Tar+|Vr |2

]
|Rr0−P| −

(
(Rt0−P)TVt

)2

2|Rt0−P|3
+

[
(Rt0−P)Tat+|Vt |2

]
|Rt0−P|

be =
3
(
(Rr0−P)TVr

)3

4|Rr0−P|5
−

3(Rr0−P)TVr

[
(Rr0−P)Tar+|Vr |2

]
|Rr0−P|3

+ (Rr0−P)Tbr+3Vr
Tar

|Rr0−P|

+
3
(
(Rt0−P)TVt

)3

4|Rt0−P|5
−

3(Rt0−P)TVt

[
(Rt0−P)Tat+|Vt |2

]
|Rt0−P|3

+ (Rt0−P)Tbt+3Vt
Tat

|Rt0−P|

(6)

It can be seen from (6) that both acceleration vectors and jerk vectors of the transmitter and
receiver are considered and play a vital role in the slant range model to ensure its accuracy for the
mini-UAV-based system. Based on the real experimental data in Table 1, the accuracy of the bistatic
slant range model in (5) is calculated as shown in Figure 3. We simulate for four point-scatterers.
Target 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively correspond to the point scatterer at the coordinate (500, 500), (−500, 500),
(500,−500) and (−500,−500), and each curve represents the error of a target point under a slant range
expression. Compared with the traditional slant range model shown in Figure 3a, the new model can
reflect the inherited trajectory deviations of mini-UAV platforms, as shown in Figure 3b. For a Ku-band
system, the errors are smaller than λ/8, which indicates that the new slant range model can be used
under this condition.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Slant range errors of different targets with different slant range model. (a) Error of the linear
slant range model. (b) Error of the proposed slant range model.

3. NLCS Algorithm

An improved frequency-domain algorithm is proposed for mini-UAV-based BFSAR, and the
flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4. First, a new range NLCS operator was derived based
on the accurate bistatic slant range model in (5). Second, based on (5), a new azimuth NLCS operator in
the Doppler frequency domain was established regarding the spotlight illumination of the transmitter
and receiver in the mini-UAV-based system. The simulation and numerical results are all based on the
real data sets in Table 1 of a mini-UAV-based BFSAR data acquisition campaign on July 2018.

Figure 4. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

3.1. Range Processing Using NLCS

Since the new slant range model has taken the UAVs’ acceleration and jerk vectors into
consideration, the high-order phase and the RCM spatial variance model need to be extended for
mini-UAV-based BFSAR system.

According to [34,48], linear range walk correction is performed to prevent the signal from aliasing
in the Doppler domain. The signal after linear range walk correction is

Ss2 ( f , ta) = rect
(

f
KbTp

)
exp

(
−jπ f 2

Kb

)
rect

(
ta

Tint

)
×

exp
[
−j 2π( fc+ f )

c

(
Re + Vsvta +

1
2 aet2

a +
1
6 bet3

a

)]
.

(7)
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where fc is the carrier frequency, Vsv = Ve − Vre f is the velocity residual and Vre f is the reference
velocity at the target area central. Based on the series reversion [35] principle, the above signal could
be transformed into the 2D frequency domain, and we obtain

SS3 ( f , fd) = rect
(

f
KbTp

)
exp

(
−jπ f 2

Km
− j2π

(
Re+RCM

c

)
f
)
× rect

(
fd+Vsv/λ
ae/λ·Tint

)
exp

(
jπλ

(
1
ae
+ beVsv

a3
e

)
f 2
d + j2π

(
Vsv
ae

+ beV2
sv

2a3
e

)
fd + jπ λ2be

3a3
e

f 3
d − j2π Re

λ + jπ V2
sv

λae

(
1 + beVsv

3a2
e

))
,

(8)

where 
RCM = λ2

2

(
1
ae
+ beVsv

ae3

)
fd

2 + λ3be fd
3

3ae3 − Vsv
2

2ae

(
1 + beVsv

3ae2

)
Km =

(
1

Kb
− λ

ae

fd
2

fc
2 −

λ2be fd
3

ae3 fc
2

)−1 (9)

by introducing new variables as

φa0 = −2π Re
λ + π Vsv

2

λae

(
1 + beVsv

3ae2

)
,

Kr = − ae
3

λ(ae2+beVsv)
,

tap = −
(

Vsv
ae

+ beVsv
2

2ae3

)
,

(10)

we obtain

SS4 ( f , fd) = rect
(

f
KbTp

)
exp

(
−jπ f 2

Km
− j2π

(
Re+RCM

c

)
f
)
×

rect
(

fd+Vsv/λ
ae/λ·Tint

)
exp

(
−jπ f 2

d
Kr
− j2π fdtap + jπ λ2be

3a3
e

f 3
d + jφa0

)
.

(11)

In the first exponential expression in (11), the first phase term is for the range quadrature phase
and the second one is for range cell migration. In the second exponential expression in (11), the first
phase term is for the azimuth quadrature phase, the second term is for the azimuth coordinate of
the point target, the third term is for the azimuth cubic phase and the fourth term is for the constant
azimuth phase.

For range cell migration in (11), we obtain

RCM( fd) =
λ2

2

(
1
ae

+
beVsv

a3
e

)
f 2
d +

λ3be f 3
d

3a3
e
− V2

sv
2ae

(
1 +

beVsv

3a2
e

)
≈ 0. (12)

It is clear from (12) that
(

Re, tap
)

defines the coordinate of the point target in the bistatic slant
plane. Furthermore, a mapping operator between

(
Re, tap

)
and (X, Y) could be established in (6) and

(10), which are also be used for geometric correction.
Then, transforming the signal into the range-Doppler domain , we obtain

sS5 (tr, fd) = rect
(

Vsv+λ fd
aeTint

)
rect

(
tr−(Re+RCM( fd))/c

B/Km

)
× exp

(
jπKm

(
tr − Re+RCM( fd)

c

)2
)

exp
(
−jπ f 2

d
Kr
− j2π fdtap + jπ λ2be

3a3
e

f 3
d + jφa0

)
.

(13)

Inspecting (9) and (13), the expression is shown to be more accurate than that in the monostatic
case because the term be is introduced here.

As mentioned before, the spatial variance of RCM in the mini-UAV-based BFSAR system is much
worse than in the traditional approach. Therefore, a new RCM spatial variance model needs to be
re-derived as follows:

RCM
(

fd; Re, tap
)
= RCM

(
fd; Rere f , tapre f

)
+

∂RCM
∂Re

(
Re − Rere f

)
+

∂2RCM
2∂R2

e

(
Re − Rere f

)2
, (14)
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where re f stands for reference. The partial derivatives in the former equation are too complex to obtain
the analytical formulas, and thus we turn to the numerical solution of (12) and (14). Note that the RCM
spatial variance is along the slant range and is a curve in the X–Y coordinates, which is different from
the case in the monostatic SAR system.

Under real mini-UAV-based BFSAR parameters, the range RCM error (RCME) of targets 13 and 23
are calculated. Targets are defined in Figure 5 and the reference target is target 3. The range resolution
of the system is around 3 m. The results of the residual RCM with the traditional NLCS model [41] are
shown in Figure 6a. It can be clearly seen that the RCME is larger than the half range resolution cell
and has severe impacts on imaging. The RCME of each target with the proposed model is shown in
Figure 6b. The residual RCM is smaller than the half range resolution cell, which will not affect the
imaging results.

Figure 5. Simulation target scene.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Compensation results of RCM variance of different algorithm along range direction.
(a) Diagram of the RCME between targets and reference target with traditional model. (b) Diagram of
the RCME between targets and reference target with proposed model.

After the variance model is established, the CS operator is introduced as

HRNLCS (tr, fd) = exp

(
−jπKmC2 ( fd)

(
tr −

Rere f +RCM( fd ;Rere f ,tapre f )
c

)2
)

× exp

(
−jπKmC3 ( fd)

(
tr −

Rere f +RCM( fd ;Rere f ,tapre f )
c

)3
)

.
(15)
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The CS operator can be calculated as{
C2 ( fd) = − ∂RCM

∂Re

C3 ( fd) = − c
3

∂2RCM
∂R2

e

(16)

Then, residual phase compensation and pulse compression need to be performed; the signal after
NLCS processing is

SS6 ( f , fd) = rect
(

f
B

)
exp [jΘ0 ( fd; Re)] exp

(
−j π f 2

Km(1+ ∂RCM
∂Re )

− j2π f
Re+RCM( fd ;Rere f ,tapre f )

c

)
× rect

(
Vsv+λ fd

aeTint

)
exp

(
−jπ f 2

d
Kr
− j2π fdtap + jπ λ2be

3a3
e

f 3
d + jφa0

)
,

(17)

where

Θ0=πKm
(Re−Rere f )

2

c2

{ (
∂RCM

∂Re
+ ∂2RCM

2∂Re
2

(
Re − Rere f

))2
+ ∂RCM

∂Re
+ 1

3
∂2RCM

∂Re
2

(
Re − Rere f

) }
. (18)

Inspecting (17), the RCM of different positions has been corrected to the reference position.
The RCM of the reference position can be used to compensate all the images. By compensating Θ0 and
performing range compression and secondary range compression and transforming the signal into fast
time domain, we have

sS7(tr , fd)=sinc(B(tr− Re
c ))×rect

( Vsv+λ fd
aeTint

)
exp

(
−jπ

f 2
d

Kr −j2π fdtap+jπ λ2be
3a3

e
f 3
d+jφa0

)
. (19)

Thus far, the spatial variance of RCM along the range direction has been compensated, and the
pulse compression has also been completed. The cross-range processing will be carried out in the
next subsection.

3.2. Cross-Range Processing Using FNLCS

In order to account for the spotlight mode of the system, the cross-range nonlinear CS operator
based on the new slant range model is derived in the Doppler frequency domain, and the proposed
compensation operator of the variant phase is shown to be more accurate than the traditional one.

According to (19), the cross-range signal in the time domain can be rewritten as

sa1 (ta, Re) = ω (ta)× exp
(

jφa0 + jπKr
(
ta − tap

)2
+ jπKt

(
ta − tap

)3
)

, (20)

where the coefficient of cubic-term Kt is

Kt = −
(
ae

6be
)

3
(

λ(ae2 + beVsv)
3
) . (21)

It can be seen from Section 3 that the dependence of Kr and Kt on the Re could be compensated
by means of the dynamic focusing method. However, the dependence on tap and the cross-range
variance could not be compensated since the signal shared the same Doppler time domain. To deal
with the cross-range variance, the parameters Kr and Kt should firstly be modeled as the functions of
the variable tap; then, we obtain

Kr(tap; Re) = Kr

(
tapre f ; Re

)
+ ∂Kr

∂tap

(
tap − tapre f

)
+ ∂2Kr

2∂t2
ap

(
tap − tapre f

)2
,

Kt(tap; Re) = Kt

(
tapre f ; Re

)
+ ∂Kt

∂tap

(
tap − tapre f

)
,

(22)
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where re f is the reference point. Note that the above model should be determined in the specific range
bin Re. The diagram is shown in Figure 7. P1 and P2 have the same slant range of Re; after the range
processing, their pulse pressure results are corrected to the same range bin. However, there is still
spatial variance along the cross-range direction; thus, (22) establishes the model between Kr and tap

and the model between Kt and tap to solve this problem under the mini-UAV-based BFSAR condition.

Figure 7. Variance model along the cross-range direction. P1 and P2 are with the same bistatic slant
range and are separated in the Doppler domain.

Under real mini-UAV-based BFSAR parameters, based on the above analysis, the calculation
results of Kr and Kt are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8a is calculation results of Kr, where the blue line is
the error of the traditional NLCS model, the phase error is greater than λ/4, and the red line is the
modeling algorithm proposed in this paper, the phase error of which is smaller than λ/4 and will not
affect the imaging results. Similarly, Figure 8b is the calculation results for Kt. Compared with the
traditional model, the error introduced by the proposed model is much smaller.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Residual phase error after cross-range spatial variation modeling. (a) Phase error of Kr of
different models. (b) Phase error of Kt of different models.
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Based on the former analysis, FNLCS processing in the Doppler frequency domain is proposed to
account for the compensation of the cross-range variance. Inspecting (20), the variant higher phase
term needs first to be corrected by

HACS1 (ta) = exp
(

jπpt3
a + jπqt4

a

)
, (23)

where p and q are the variables to be determined in the following sections.
Combining (20) and (23) and transforming the result into the Doppler frequency domain,

Sa2 ( fd, Re) = ω ( fd)

exp
(

jφa0 − j2π fdtap − jπ f 2
d

Kr
+ jπKt

(
fd
Kr

)3
+ jπp

(
fd
Kr

+ tap

)3
+ jπq

(
fd
Kr

+ tap

)4
)

.
(24)

According to the analysis above, the variance along the cross-range direction is compensated
through the operator as

HACS2 ( fd) = exp
(

jπs2 f 2
d + jπs3 f 3

d + jπs4 f 4
d

)
, (25)

where s2, s3 and s4 are also variables based on the BiSAR configuration. Multiplying (24) and (25),
we obtain

Sa3( fd ,Re)=ω( fd) exp
(

jφa0−j2π fdtap−jπ
f 2
d

Kr +jπs2 f 2
d+jπKt

( fd
Kr

)3
+jπs3 f 3

d+jπs4 f 4
d

)
exp

(
jπp

( fd
Kr +tap

)3
+jπq

( fd
Kr +tap

)4
)

,
(26)

and then transforming (26) into the slow time domain, the derivation is shown in Appendix A. Based on
the cross-range spatial variance model in (22), the expression of s2, s3, s4, p and q can be calculated.
The final signal expression in the slow time domain is

Sa4 (ta) = w (ta) exp
(
−j

πKrre f

α
tapta

)
exp(jA). (27)

Under the mini-UAV-based BFSAR system, the compensation factor has a large bandwidth,
which could exceed the PRF or Tint limit. Thus, it is necessary to check whether the compensation
operator is aliased. If this occurs, PRF or Tint can be increased by adding zeros.

Inspecting (27), it is evident that the cross-range-dependent modulation terms and the
cross-range-dependent geometric shift are all removed. Next, it is only required to multiply the
conjugate of A. The operator is expressed as

HAPC = exp (−jA) . (28)

Multiplying (27) with (28) and transforming the result into the Doppler frequency domain,
the final focused SAR image is obtained as

sS8(tr, fd) = sin c(B(tr − Re
c )) · sin c(Tint( fd −

tapKrre f
2α )) exp(jφa0). (29)

Inspecting (29), it can be found that the target is focused at the position
(

Re/c, tapKrre f /2α
)

,
which has an offset in the cross-range direction. To solve this problem, the cross-range sampling
interval ∆x can be adjusted by multiplying by 2α to put the target into the correct position.

For the traditional time NLCS algorithm [34,49], in the stripmap mode, the support zones of
different targets in one range cell are separated. An operator is applied in the time domain to correct
the phases of different targets so that the cross-range variance is compensated.

However, when the SAR system adopts the spotlight mode, as shown in Figure 9a, the support
zones of different targets become the same because the beam center always points to the target area.
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The phase correction of the slow time domain operator is the same for each target point. Therefore,
the variance along the cross-range direction cannot be compensated in the time domain.

In contrast, when the spotlight mode is adopted, as shown in Figure 9b, the support zones of
different target points are separated in the Doppler frequency domain, meaning that NLCS can be
used in this domain. Therefore, a frequency NLCS algorithm is proposed to compensate the variance
along the cross-range direction.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Cross-range support zones of different targets under the spotlight mode. (a) Support zone in
the time domain. (b) Support zone in the frequency domain.

4. Simulations

To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a simulation was performed.
The parameters are shown in Table 1. The simulation was implemented on an array of 25 targets
located in a 1.6 km × 1.6 km area on the ground plane, as shown in Figure 5. Each target was 400 m
away from the adjacent target both in the x-axis and y-axis directions.

First, the errors of different slant range models in the mini-UAV-based BFSAR system were
simulated. According to the data recorded by GPS and INS, the true slant range value at each moment
could be obtained. The error under different slant range models could be calculated as shown in
Figure 3. It can be seen that the traditional linear model was not sufficient to describe the movement of
the mini-UAV, as the error was much larger than the wavelength, while the proposed extended slant
range model could describe the movement of the mini-UAV well, and the slant range error was smaller
than λ/8.

Then, the range direction RCM variance compensation results were simulated. In the
forward-looking configuration, Figure 10 shows the simulation results of target points 1 and 25.
After range NLCS, the signal in the cross-range frequency domain is shown. Figure 10a shows the
simulation result of the traditional range NLCS [41]. Because the slant range variant model cannot used
in the bistatic configuration, the side lobes of the image results after the range NLCS were asymmetric
and not well focused. Figure 10b shows the range NLCS result of the algorithm proposed in this paper.
For the points 1 and 25 with the largest variance in the scene, the algorithm could focus well, and the
side lobe level was close to the theoretical value.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Simulation results of targets 1 and 25 of different NLCS algorithms in the range direction.
(a) Results of traditional NLCS [41]. (b) Results of the proposed NLCS.
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After range pulse compression, under the mini-UAV-based BFSAR condition, the addition of zeros
is required to prevent aliasing. The simulation results are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11a is the result
without adding zeros. It is evident that there is a false target in the cross-range direction. Figure 11b
is the result after adding zeros. It is obvious that the focusing result is ideal, and PeakSidelobe Ratio
(PSLR) and Integrated Sidelobe Ratio (ISLR) are close to the theoretical value.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Diagram of the cross-range results. (a) The result without adding zeros in the cross-range.
(b) The result after adding zeros in the cross-range. It is obvious that (b) performs better than (a).

Next, two algorithms were applied to process the simulated data. No weighting function
or sidelobe control approach was used during the image simulation. The effect of factor α was
eliminated so that the imaging results of the three algorithms could be presented under the same
metric, which was convenient for the comparison of results. Figure 12 shows the imaging results of
the targets 1, 5, 21 and 25 using the two algorithms. All of the extracted subimages were interpolated
by zero padding to increase the fineness of the image. Figure 12a shows the imaging results of the
traditional NLCS algorithm [41]; the variance along the range and cross-range direction is considered.
However, the traditional monostatic variance modeling method introduces large errors under the
mini-UAV-based BFSAR system, meaning that the variance in the image scene cannot be fully
compensated. At the same time, the system’s slant range expression is not sufficiently accurate,
which means that all targets are defocused. Figure 12b shows the imaging results of the proposed
algorithm. In the imaging process, the factor α was set to 0.55 and the result corrected the effect of α.
It can be seen that all of the targets are well focused.

Figure 13 shows the imaging results of target 1 and target 25 along two directions. In order to
facilitate the comparison, the cross-range cell intervals in the slow time domain and the Doppler
frequency domain have been corrected for consistency. As shown in Figure 13a,b, in the range direction
for the traditional NLCS algorithm, due to the residual RCM error, the first side lobe is slightly higher
than the theoretical value. The proposed algorithm has fewer residual RCM errors and the first
side lobe is close to the theoretical value. Figure 13c,d show the results in the cross-range direction.
The variance model along this direction in the proposed algorithm is more effective than the model in
traditional algorithm. Thus, the variance of the Kr and Kt could be compensated well. The high-order
phase in the cross-range direction could also be compensated to a low level, with PSLR and ISLR almost
equal to the theoretical value. In order to better compare the imaging results of the two algorithms,
the resolution, PSLR and ISLR of the four targets are shown in Table 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Simulation SAR data processed with different imaging algorithms. The subimages from left
to right in every row correspond to target 1, target 5, target 21 and target 25, respectively. (a) Traditional
NLCS algorithm in [41]. (b) Proposed algorithm.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13. Simulation results of target 1 and target 25 in the range direction and the cross-range
direction; (a,b) range direction results, (c,d) cross-range direction results.

Table 2. Measured parameters of the selected targets.

Target 1 Target 5 Target 21 Target 25

Traditional NLCS algorithm [41]

Resolution (m)
Range 3.75 3.75 3.70 3.77
Cross-range 1.46 1.48 1.51 1.54

PSLR (dB)
Range −10.86 −11.1 −10.12 −10.89
Cross-range −9.73 −9.82 −10.73 −7.22

ISLR (dB)
Range −10.12 −10.82 −9.63 −9.32
Cross-range −9.32 −8.88 9.96 −6.52

Proposed algorithm

Resolution (m)
Range 3.75 3.73 3.70 3.72
Cross-range 1.42 1.46 1.44 1.44

PSLR (dB)
Range −13.31 −13.01 −12.84 −12.54
Cross-range −12.7 −12.62 −13 −12.64

ISLR (dB)
Range −11.33 −11.02 −11.42 −11.56
Cross-range −10.87 −10.37 −11.24 −11.42
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5. Processing Results of Real Data

This experiment is based on a mini-UAV-SAR system in the Ku-band. The transmitter and receiver
are mounted on two mini-UAVs, respectively. The experimental site was selected on the outskirts
of Baotou City, and the parameters are the same as Table 1. The experimental scenario consisted of
several rows of neat rooms and two transponders. The BFSAR data were acquired on July 2018.

In this experiment, both the transmitter and receiver adopted small 1 kg SAR systems. Because the
system was light, the selected mini-UAVs were also light, meaning the system was vulnerable to
interference from the external environment. At the same time, because the experimental site was
selected in the suburbs, the wind was relatively strong, which meant that the mini-UAV carrier itself
shook seriously, resulting in higher system acceleration and jerk compared to large aircraft.

Utilizing the direct signal, time and phase synchronization errors were compensated.
The algorithm in [41] was used to process the echo data, and the imaging result after radiometric and
geometric corrections is shown in Figure 14a. As seen and analyzed, when the traditional algorithm
was used, the boundary of the room was blurred, and both transponders experienced defocusing.

The proposed imaging algorithm in this paper was also applied to focus the synchronized echo
data, and the result is shown in Figure 14b. The result was also corrected to the ground plane. With the
algorithm proposed in this paper, the boundary of the room area was clearer, and the transponders
were well focused.

Figure 15 shows the contour of the left transponder. Since the back scattering coefficient of
the surrounding area was low, the surrounding area had less influence on the image result of
the transponder, meaning that the image result could reflect the focusing effects more accurately.
Figure 15a is the result of the algorithm proposed in [41], where the cross-range direction was poorly
focused. Figure 15b is the result of the proposed algorithm, where the target was well focused along
two dimensions.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Images results of Baotou; (a) BFSAR image processed by the algorithm proposed in [41];
(b) BFSAR image processed by the proposed algorithm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15. Contour image of the left transponder. (a) Image processed by the algorithm proposed
in [41]. (b) Image processed by the algorithm proposed in this paper.

6. Discussion

The feasibility of the proposed algorithm is verified by simulation and real data. According to
the actual UAV-based system conditions we demonstrate the compensation effect of the proposed
algorithm for the spatial variance, according to the actual UAV-based system conditions by simulations
for a scatterers array. We compare the focus effect of the traditional and proposed algorithm. It’s found
that the traditional algorithm cannot obtain well-focused images under the conditions of UAV-based
BFSAR system, which is because that the accuracy of the spatial variance model cannot meet the
requirements of the system, so the PSLR and ISLR increase. The proposed algorithm takes into
account the higher order of the slant range and spatial variance model, and performs more accurate
compensation. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can obtain better-focused image, and is more suitable
for the UAV-based BFSAR systems.

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is also verified by real data. There is a plant in the
experimental scene, and two transponders are placed diagonally across the plant. The well-focused
image proves that the spatial variance is well compensated, and the accuracy of the slant range model
meets the requirements of the UAV system. The focus effect of the transponder clearly demonstrates
the focusing performance of the algorithm, which is greatly improved compared with traditional
algorithms. In short, this paper verifies the applicability of the proposed algorithm. However, in the
case of insufficient positioning accuracy of the platform, a motion compensation algorithm is needed
to further improve the image quality.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents an improved image formation algorithm suitable for mini-UAV-based
BFSAR systems. Based on the system configuration and the mini-UAVs’ motion characteristics,
acceleration and jerk are introduced in the slant range model. Considering the difference between the
monostatic and bistatic SAR system, the variance model for mini-UAV-based BFSAR is established.
At the same time, a frequency-domain imaging algorithm is proposed for the spotlight mode.
The results of the simulation and the image obtained using real bistatic SAR data validate the feasibility
and effectiveness of the algorithm.
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Appendix A. Cross-Range Operators

In this appendix, the coefficients of the cross-range operators are derived. Combining (24) and
(25) and transforming the result into the slow time domain, the phase of the result is expressed as

Φ (ta; Re) ≈ A
(
t2
a, t3

a, u4, p, q, s2, s3, s4
)

+ B (p, q, s2, s3, s4) tapta

+ C (p, q, s2, s3, s4) tap
2ta

+ D (p, q, s2, s3, s4) tapt2
a

+ E (p, q, s2, s3, s4) tap
2t2

a
+ F (p, q, s2, s3, s4) tapt3

a
+ Gres

(
p, q, s2, s3, s4, tap

1, tap
2, tap

3, tap
4)

+ ϕres,

(A1)

where Krre f is Kr at the reference point, and Ktre f is Kt at the reference point. (1) , (2) is the derivative
order. The coefficients of (A1) are shown in (A2).

B=
2Krre f π

−1+Krre f s2
C=

2Krre f
(1)π−3Ktre f π−2Krre f Krre f

(1)πs2−3Krre f
2 pπs2

2−3Krre f
3πs3

(−1+Krre f s2)
3

D=
−Krre f

(1)π+3Ktre f π+Krre f Krre f
(1)πs2+3Krre f pπs2+3Krre f

3πs3

(−1+Krre f s2)
3

E= 1

Krre f (−1+Krre f s2)
4×(

π
(
−(Krre f

(1))
2
(−1+Krre f s2)

2−3Krre f
(1)(−1+Krre f s2)(3Ktre f +p+2Krre f ps2)

)
+π
(

Krre f

(
−3Ktre f

(1)+3Krre f Ktre f
(1)s2+6Krre f

2qs2
2+Krre f

(2)(−1+Krre f s2)
2
+6K4

rre f s4

))
)

F= 1

Krre f (−1+Krre f s2)
4

(
−3Krre f

(1)Ktre f π+Krre f Ktre f
(1)π−3Krre f

(1)pπ+3Krre f Krre f
(1)Ktre f πs2

−Krre f
2Ktre f

(1)πs2+3Krre f Krre f
(1)pπs2−4Krre f

2πqs2−4Krre f
5πs4

)
.

(A2)

There are seven terms in (A1). To eliminate the cross-range-dependent influence of pulse
compression, coefficient B is set as −πKrre f /α, where α 6= 0.5 is an introduced constant factor and
other factors are all set as zero. Then, we obtain five equations for five unknowns as follows:

B (p, q, s2, s3, s4) = −πKrre f /α

C (p, q, s2, s3, s4) = 0

D (p, q, s2, s3, s4) = 0

E (p, q, s2, s3, s4) = 0

F (p, q, s2, s3, s4) = 0.

(A3)

Solving (A3), the parameters are expressed in (A4). Similarly, the expression of
A
(
t2
a, t3

a, t4
a, p, q, s2, s3, s4

)
can be calculated, which is given by (A5).
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s2 =
1− 2α

Krre f
s3 =

Krre f
(1) − 2αKrre f

(1) − 3Ktre f

3Krre f
3 p = −

Krre f
(1)

3Krre f s2

q = − 1
12Krre f

2s2

2
(

Krre f
(1)
)2
− 2Krre f Krre f

(2) − 9Krre f
(1)Ktre f + 3Krre f Ktre f

(1) + 3Krre f
(1)p

−2Krre f

(
Krre f

(1)
)2

s2 + 2Krre f
2Krre f

(2)s2 − 12Krre f Krre f
(1)ps2


s4 =

1
12Krre f

5

2
(

Krre f
(1)
)2 (
−1 + Krre f s2

)
+ Krre f

(
Krre f

(2) (2− 2Krre f s2
)
+ 3Ktre f

(1) (−2 + Krre f s2
))

+Krre f
(1) (−9Ktre f

(
−2 + Krre f s2

)
+ 3p

(
2 + Krre f s2

))


(A4)

A = −
Krre f π

−1 + Krre f s2
t2
a +
−Ktre f π − pπ − Krre f

3πs3(
−1 + Krre f s2

)3 t3
a +

π
(

q + Krre f
4s4

)
(
−1 + Krre f s2

)4 t4
a (A5)
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